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RECONSTRUCTING THE BYZANTINE COUNTRYSIDE:
NEW APPROACHES FROM LANDSCAPE ARCHAEOLOGY
ABSTRACT
Traditional analysis of the development of rural life in the Byzantine provinces has
commenced with literary sources such as agrarian laws, lives of the saints, the chronicles and
monastic archives. In second place has come the study of monuments surviving in the land-
scape, especially churches and monastic foundations, with much less attention being given to
defensive structures such as castles and towers (which generally remain poorly dated and
recorded), and the rather sparse record of modern excavation.
In all probability, however, the richest available database for writing the history of the
Byzantine countryside lies invisible to all but surface artefact survey teams of archaeologists -
ceramic scatters found across the landscapes of provincial Byzantium.
This paper will concern itself with describing the nature of medieval (and post-medieval)
surface ceramic sites, explaining the appropriate painstaking methodology f or their discovery
and evaluation, and presenting the kinds of information that Byzantine surface sites are now
providing f or the writing of a new kind of rural history ofthat civilization and its successors
in post-Roman and pre-Modern Greece.
INTRODUCTION
Our knowledge of the Byzantine countryside (in which I include the Late Byzantine,
or Frankish period), as with that of the Ottoman Turkish era which followed it, has till
very recently rested upon several hundred years of rather unco-ordinated topographic
research and the indirect evidence available from historical and religious chronicles, here
and there illuminated by more direct vignettes such as the Cadaster of Thebes or monastic
land-management records. The magnificent programme of the Tabula Imperil Byzantini
provides scholars concerned with the nature and development of the Medieval and Post-
Medieval landscapes in countries once part of the Byzantine empire, with a wonderful
synthesis of the information available from this range of traditional approaches. On my
own regional project, focussed on the evolution of settlement in the province of Boeotia
in Central Greece, the fact that Volume 1 of the Tabula1 included our region made
available to us a fundamental building-block upon which we could plan a methodology
for achieving a much more detailed picture through intensive study of small districts '
Already indeed, such traditional study of the landscape allows us to set the agenda-
for a much closer analysis of particular sectors of the Byzantine landscape. Thus the
chronology of major rural church constructions, such as Skripou and Osios Loukas of the
9th to llth centuries AD in Boeotia, appears to provide manifest and material proof of
J. KODKR and F. Hiu>, Hellas und Thessalia. Tabula Imperil Byzantini, 1. Wien 1976.
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the Middle Byzantine recovery of imperial control over the provinces. In the same way,
the erection of a network of fortified towers, such as that analysed by my colleague Peter
Lock in Boeotia and elsewhere (Figure I)'2 seems to provide us with large fragments of the
map of Frankish feudal power across the 13th-15th century landscape. The increasingly-
rich reports of Western Travellers, from the late 17th century onwards, matched by
maps, and enhanced from the late 19th century through photographic records (such as
those preserved in the "photothèques" of the French and German Schools in Athens), can
be combined to build-up an overall picture of town and village life during the Ottoman
era and the first few generations of the independent Greek state. In fact the quality of
historical geographical information reaches an unsurpassed peak during the early to late
19th century, when teams such as the French scientific expeditions to south and central
Greece record not only the characteristics of contemporary settlement, but also docu-
ment deserted village locations (Figure 2).
INTENSIVE SURFACE SURVEY
If we want to reconstruct the countryside as it might have appeared to contemporar-
ies during the major sub-phases of the post-Roman era in a Byzantine province, the only
way forward is to collate the fragmentary evidence of standing monuments, limited
excavations, the "windows" opened up by literary and archival sources, and complement
it with a form of intensive investigation in the landscape known as surface artefact survey.
This form of research into the history of regional settlement departed from traditional
topographic study during the late 1970s in many Mediterranean countries, including
Greece, by stressing the necessity of close-order fieldwalking of small landscapes in a
field-by-field manner, paying attention not only to dense clusters of surface artefacts
(primarily potsherds) which would represent towns, villages or villas, but smaller and
more vestigial surface scatters that could be interpreted as family farms, animal shelters,
rural cemeteries, quarries and the like (Figure 3). Fairly rapidly such surveys, in Greece
for example, were able to show that these novel methods of an "intensive" kind, recov-
ered many times more foci of activity or archaeological "sites" than the previous, pioneer
"extensive" methods of landscape study3.
As these "New Wave" surveys4 reach final publication, we can begin to approach the
post-Roman landscape with a new level of local detail. In place of the maps with isolated
monuments and placenames mentioned at particular dates, or sites where excavations
had (often by chance) encountered medieval finds, these survey maps show us small
districts with numerous smaller or larger settlements, many not mentioned in any historic
source and known only from the new surface archaeological finds. Indeed the promising
richness of these maps allows us to hope that not only can such approaches provide new
details to increase our understanding of the historic sources, but they might allow us at
times to challenge the accuracy of those sources.
Nonetheless, the recent intensive survey results have encountered major problems in
dating the surface artefacts for post-Roman times. A brief examination of the situation
2 P. LOCK, The Frankiah towers of Central Greece. ABSA 81 (1986) 101-123.
•! J. L. BIXTLIFF and A. M. SNODGRASS, The Boeotia survey, a preliminary report: The first four years.
JFA 12 (1985) 123-161; J. F. CHERRY, Frogs round the pond: perspectives on current archaeological survey
projects in the Mediterranean region, in: Archaeological Survey in the Mediterranean Area (ed. D. R.
KELLER-D. W. RUPP). Oxford 1983, 375-416.
4 J. L. BiXTUi'T, The history of the Greek countryside: As the wave breaks, prospects for future
research, in: Structures Rurales et Sociétés Antiques (ed. P. N. DouKELLis-L. G. MKXDONI) . Paris 1994, 7-15.
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in Greece will illustrate this. The long-lasting survey of the South-West Argolid peninsu-
la5 WAS restricted to mapping sites known to be "Medieval" (Figure 4), without further
period subdivision. Closer study of the separate phases of Byzantine, Frankish and
Ottoman had to'proceed using standing buildings and historic written sources. The
Methana Survey", although mapping sites rather broadly as "Medieval" or "Turkish"
(Figure 5), in its text discussion for this era was able to make hypotheses concerning
possible period subdivisions, but had to rely again on standing churches and historic
sources for a more detailed account. The Kea Survey7, having like our Boeotia Project the
advantage of John Hayes' ceramic skills, gathered sufficient diagnostic material to
construct a map of North-West Kean activity foci in subdivisions such as Middle Byzan-
tine times (Figure 6), Frankish to Early Turkish, and Late Turkish to 19th Century.
However for the latter two periods the findspots were only in the "possible" category,
whilst for Middle Byzantine findspots most of the occurrences were made up of amphorae
fragments that may have been in use as beehives, rather than representing permanent
settlements.
The potential of intensive surface artefact survey for providing Byzantinists and
scholars of Frankish and Ottoman landscapes with detailed landscape reconstructions, is
certainly immense, but for these recently completed and published projects, far from
being realized.
THE BOEOTIA PROJECT "DESERTED MEDIEVAL VILLAGE" PROGRAMME
The Boeotia Project (co-directed by myself and Anthony Snodgrass of Cambridge
University), began as a "10 year" programme of research in 1978, sponsored by the
British Academy, but is still running, although in "writing-up" mode. We found our-
selves postponing final publication of our intensive survey results for a number of
reasons, connected to the above-mentioned lack of definition for certain periods of
occupance in the landscape. As regards one of the excuses for prolonging the Project - the
need to improve our results for post-Roman settlement history, our story runs as follows.
During the 1980s we were fortunate enough to have the services of Professor John Hayes
on a regular basis, to provide us with a general dating for the surface finds of Medieval
and Post-Medieval date. In the latter part of that decade we were equally fortunate in
gaining the services of Dr. Machiel Kiel, who made available an invaluable selection of
the Ottoman tax records or "defters", for the towns and villages of Boeotia. Finally in the
1990s the Leverhulme Foundation provided a 5-year grant to support a research assist-
ant, Joanita Vroom, who would refine the post-Roman ceramic sequence for our region
and bring it into comparison with that which could be reconstructed for other regions of
Greece and the wider sequence for the Eastern Mediterranean (see Vroom, this volume).
Most surveys - even the most recent ones, in dating surface finds, have relied heavily
on comparisons with excavated assemblages elsewhere, or the occasional special pot
which arrived as a fineware import onto a rural site. This generally means that only a
small percentage of post-Roman potsherds are datable, quite probably an unrepresenta-
tive sample of Medieval and Post-Medieval activity, since we can be sure that the vast
r' M. H. JAMKSON-C. N. RuNNKLS-T. H. VAN ANDEL, A Greek Countryside. The Southern Argolid from
Prehistory to the Present Day. Stanford 1994.
" C. MEK-H. FORBES, A Rough and Rocky Place. The Landscape and Settlement History of the
Methana Peninsula, Greece. Liverpool 1997.
7 J. F. CHBRRY-J. C. DAvrs-E. MANTZOURANI, Landscape Archaeology as Long-Term History. Los
Angeles 1991.
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majority of pots in each region were manufactured locally. In Boeotia we have overcome
this difficulty through the concepts of "floating chronologies" and "closed surface assem-
blages". We have begun with the assumption, that in a surface artefact collection,
accompanying the recognisable finewares or other distinctive and chronologically-diag-
nostic shapes, will be a much larger number of sherds of locally-manufactured domestic
and coarse wares, in combination potentially characteristic as an assemblage for each
phase of occupance in that region of the Greek landscape. We have recognized commonly-
associated wares of the second kind for each group of finewares, and hypothesized that
the two sets constitute a recurring contemporary, complete household assemblage. We
next proceed to test these propositions: thus, if a certain kind of soft, sandy, buff to
orange, plain domestic ware is the accompaniment to Classical and Hellenistic black-gloss
tableware, we would not expect to find it regularly occurring on sites where the finewares
are solely Roman, or Late Byzantine. Once these associations are so firmly tested that
they become reliable indicators of date, we can extend the wider range of datable
ceramics to sites where we did not happen to pick up finewares. Secondly, we are also able
to isolate ceramic assemblages which may represent new phases, without known parallel
in finds from excavations elsewhere or the published literature, simply because they
cannot be related to the other full assemblages now reconstructed from the region, and
these new assemblages may on occasions be the sole component on a surface site.
These are the methods we are currently deploying, in particular to establish distinc-
tive ceramic assemblages for each of the major phases of the post-Roman era in Boeotia,
i. e. the Early Byzantine, Middle Byzantine, Frankish/Late Byzantine, Early Ottoman,
Late Ottoman and Early Modern periods8.
In close relationship with the aim of establishing a reliable ceramic typology for
Medieval and Post-Medieval sites in Boeotia, are the Project's work with the Ottoman
village registers and our research programme focussed on the origin and development of
traditional house and settlement forms in Boeotian rural sites. Knowing from the most
detailed registers when villages began and ceased, and how large each village was at the
time of the tax-record, its ethnicity and economy, introduce a remarkable set of comple-
mentary information to the study of the surface ceramic finds from that particular
village. If some of these villages have become deserted since, but retain surface traces of
house types and their layout, we can also bring elements of lifestyle into the picture, and
build further bridges towards the village communities which are well-documented in late
19th century accounts, statistics and photographs, as well as visible today as the surviv-
ing older houses or quarters of modern rural communities.
A final approach which the Boeotia Project has been actively pursuing is the appli-
cation of Locational Analysis theories to the dynamics of post-Roman settlement in
Central Greece. The most stimulating ideas to my mind, were developed late last century
and during the first half of this century by a neglected body of theory outside of the
German-speaking world - Landeskunde. This is all the more surprising, since everyone
working in Greek landscape studies is aware of the monumental collection of volumes by
Philippson and Kirsten in which this approach was applied exhaustively to the different
regions of Greece - Die Griechischen Landschaften®, and anyone interested in the ancient
* J. L. BINTTJFF, The archaeological investigation of deserted medieval and post-medieval villages in
Greece, in: Rural Settlements in Medieval Europe. Papers of the "Medieval Europe Brugge 1997" Conference
(ed. G. DE BoE-F. VERHAEOHE). Bruges 1997, 21-34; J. VROOM, Pots and pans: New perspectives on medieval
ceramics in Greece, in: Material Culture in Medieval Europe. Papers of the "Medieval Europe Brugge 1997"
Conference (ed. G. Du Βοκ-F. VKRHAEGHÏÏ). Bruges 1997, 203-213.
" A. PHILIPPSON, Die Griechischen Landschaften. Eine Landeskunde (ed. E. KrRKTEN), I-IV. Frankfurt
am Main 1950-9.
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Greek city-state or "polis" has heard of the classic monograph by Ernst Kirsten - Die
Griechische Polis1". What strikes me however, is how the physical geography of the former
volumes, and the maps of cities and political types of the latter, appear regularly in
publications, whereas the underlying geographical theories and readings of settlement
dynamics have been completely ignored by subsequent scholarship (but see Bintliff
199411 for an attempt to reintroduce some of the central ideas in regard to the "polis") '
Fortunately within the west and centre of Continental Europe scholars of Landscape
History continue to explore and improve on the concepts of Landeskunde12. One partic-
ular theory deserves highlighting here - that of the "Siedlungskammer": this model
suggests that across a diversified landscape, certain natural pockets of fertile land or
other resources will, from the arrival of the first prehistoric farmers in that area, have
supported a local community. From period to period the location of the one or several
settlements housing that community will shift, but usually within the broader confines of
the support-area sustaining that human group. This is the "settlement chamber" or
Siedlungskammer (also termed "community area" by Czech researchers). Careful field
study of a series of contiguous modern communes or parishes will usually incorporate
several such settlement chambers, and it is the role of the settlement analyst to identify
the various locations favoured from period to period within the settlement chamber and
thereby reach an understanding of the priorities expressed from age to age in such minor
shifts of residence. In Boeotia we are currently developing such a Settlement-Chamber
approach to the long-term dynamics of settlement history in the province (for a published
example, see the settlement history of the Valley of the Muses13 )
In the second part of this paper I will sketch out provisional models for the main
phases of settlement history within those districts of Boeotia where we have carried out
intensive surface survey. I would argue currently that the settled landscape can be
broadly characterised through three major developmental phases.
LATE ROMAN TO MIDDLE BYZANTINE TIMES
In previous publications of the Boeotia Project during the 1980s14 we presented
surface survey evidence from our first study district in South-West Boeotia. Here it could
be suggested that the ancient city of Thespiae, and the semi-urban "komopolis" of Askra
after strong evidence for Late Roman (5th-6th century AD) settlement, could well have
remained in use through the Early Byzantine "Dark Ages" of the later 7th-mid 9th
centuries AD, along with one or two smaller, rural sites that "possibly" evidenced Early
Byzantine or earliest Middle Byzantine finds (Figure 7). More recently, the argument
10 E. KIRSTEN, Die Griechische Polis als historisch-geographisches Problem des Mittelmeerraumes
Colloquium Geographicum 5. Bonn, 1956.
11 J. L. BTNTUFF, Territorial behaviour and the natural history of the Greek polis, in· Stuttgarter
Kolloquium zur Historischen Geographie des Altertums, 4 (ed. E. OLSHAUSEN-H. SONNABEND) Amsterdam 1994
207-249, Plates 19-73.
12 D. DRESLEROVA, A settlement-economic model for a prehistoric microregion, in: Whither Archaeo-
logy? Papers in Honour of Evzen Neustupny (ed. M. KuNA-N. VENOLOVA). Prague' 1995, 145-] 60' H A
HEIOINCA, Medieval Settlement and Economy North of the Lower Rhine. Assen/Maastricht 1987' G KOSHAOK
et al., Zehn Jahre Siedlungsforschung in Archsum auf Sylt. BRGK 55 (1974) 261-427
1:1 J. L. B I N T L I K F , The archaeological survey of the Valley of the Muses and its significance for Boeotian
History, in La Montagne des Muses (ed. A. HuRST-A. SCHACHTER). Geneva 1996, 193-224
14 J. L. BINTLIFF-A. M. SNODGRASS, Mediterranean survey and the city. Antiquity 62 (1988) 57-71 · J L
BTNTI,TFF-A. M. SNOIXÎRASK, The end of the Roman countryside: A view from the East, in: First Millennium
Papers:Western Europe in the First Millennium AD (ed. R. F. J. JoNEs-J. H. F. BLOEMERS-S L DYSON-
M. BIDDLU) . Oxford 1988, 175-217.
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presented by the Project Frankish historian, Dr. Peter Locklr', that ancient Askra had
metamorphosed by Middle Byzantine times into the location of a suffragan bishopric of
"Zaratoba", points to the likely presence of a dominant Slav element in its population.
Did the native Greco-Roman population merge with Slav settlers, or did the latter
replace the former? Although much later in time, the existence of family names for this
community in the 15th century Ottoman defters, by which time it had been renamed
Panagia, opens up the possibility of answering this question. It has to be admitted,
however, that the archaeological case for settlement continuity across the Dark Ages at
these sites is still circumstantial - based on "possible" ceramics of this period and the
stronger evidence for Middle Byzantine villages overlying the core of the Late Roman
settlements at Thespiae and Askra. Nonetheless, since the latter two settlements contin-
ue on into the Frankish era, (although Askra-Zaratoba village - but not its bishop - is
relocated early in that period, at no great distance, to a more defensive hillside location
beneath a new feudal keep - our site "VM4"), one can characterise our current model for
the transition from Late Antiquity to Medieval times as one of settlement continuity plus
population merger (Greco-Romans with Slavs).
In recent years we have been able to add to this reconstructed narrative the evidence
from a second survey district in Northern Boeotia, that of the territory and site of ancient
Hyettos city1". According to our complete surface survey of the town, the approximately
26 hectare city of Classical times had shrunk, by Early Roman times, by a third to a half
of its former peak extent. By Late Roman times (Figure 8) it remains at this reduced size,
but otherwise is still a reasonably flourishing small town. Just one piece of an early form
of "Slav Ware" from our total surface survey of the city, hints at the arrival of immi-
grants from the north in this final phase of urban life. The pottery of Byzantine date is
so rare and scattered across the site, moreover focussed on Frankish times (Figure 9), that
it seems very unlikely that Hyettos, in contrast to Askra and Thespiae, was transformed
into a village community which survived through the Early Byzantine and Middle
Byzantine periods. However, following our principle of "Settlement Chamber" theory,
unless the Hyettos district had been completely abandoned during this time, we should
expect to find a relocation of the community exploiting the area within the near vicinity
of the best land for farming.
Although we commenced an intensive fieldwalking programme in the countryside
around the city, we had to restrict ourselves to covering an area between two and three
square kilometres immediately north and east of Hyettos. However this did take in most
of the fertile land directly associated with the city. Fortunately, within this zone, we
identified, just 500m north of the city, a cluster of five discrete occupation sites of
Medieval to Post-Medieval date (Figure 10). Although their ceramics are still under study
by Joanita Vroom, they seem to represent a series of rural settlements with overlapping
chronologies of Byzantine, Frankish, Turkish and 19th century date. Early Middle
Byzantine material seems to be evidenced, and the possibility of a pre-glazed-ware phase
at one location is of particular interest.
Our current hypothesis would see Late Roman Hyettos replaced as the focus of
exploitation of the Hyettos settlement-chamber by the Medieval cluster a mere half-a-
kilometre to its north. When, however, might this have occurred? Is there an hiatus of
lr' P. LOCK, The Franks in the Aegean 1204-1500. London, 1995.
"'' J. L. BINTLIFF, The-Two Transitions: Current Research on the Origins of the Traditional Village in
Central Greece, in: Europe Between Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages. Recent Archaeological and Histor-
ical Research in Western and Southern Europe (ed. J. L.BiNTUFF-Ή. HAMEROW). Oxford 1995. 111-130; J. L.
BINTÎJFF, The Boeotia Project 1991: survey at the city of Hyettos, in: University of Durham and University of
Newcastle upon Tyne Archaeological Reports (ed. P. LOWTHER). Durham 1992, 23-28.
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occupation? An Early Byzantine facies in this "CN cluster" of sites is still hypothetical,
although Miss Vroom's researches into the material may clarify the issue. On the other
hand the abandonment of Hyettos city in the 7th century is an interpretation based upon
the last dated finds from its surface collection before sporadic sherds of later Middle
Byzantine type.
The real issue here is the nature of Early Byzantine ceramics in the Byzantine
provinces. Although much attention has been focussed on "Slav Wares", their scarcity
across Mainland Greece should perhaps encourage us to think laterally, constructing
alternative models for the ceramic production of earliest Medieval comunities. Could the
incoming Slavs, even though temporarily politically dominant in areas such as rural
Boeotia in the 7th to 8th centuries, not only have intermarried with local Greco-Roman
rural populations, but relied on the more developed local ceramic tradition to provide
pots for the new "Helleno-Slav" settlements? Such a model is currently favoured for early
Islamic ceramics in the former Byzantine Middle East, and for the hybrid native-barbar-
ian societies of post-Roman Italy. What we would be searching for, following this model,
would not be more of the frustratingly underrepresented Slav Wares, or much earlier
dates for Byzantine glazed wares - these resist early dates, but a form of "Sub-Roman"
wares looking most like Late Roman material. It must be admitted that this facies might
as readily be sought amidst the debris of Late Roman Hyettos as within the CN cluster
of Medieval and later small rural sites in its near vicinity, although either location would
still conform to our favoured model of relative continuity (but with dramatically-reduced
population) within the settlement-chamber across the "Dark Ages".
Of course it might be suggested that Early Byzantine rural life sank to such a
primitive level in material culture that the use of ceramics almost disappeared in the
provinces, hence the low numbers of Slav Wares. But several arguments can be raised
against this explanation. Firstly, Boeotia for example, seems in every other period to
have produced almost all its pottery locally, and there existed largescale ceramic produc-
tion till the very end of the Late Roman era (indeed one of our putative "survivor
villages", Askra, is a pottery producer in that period). Secondly, with the collapse of
Roman imperial control removing tax obligations, at the same time as several lines of
evidence pointing to a major drop in population, the economic viability of the rural
peasantry ought to have improved. At present there seems no pressing argument for a
cessation of ceramic production and use. In favour of this thesis is a Byzantine source17
that in 766 AD the Emperor brought 500 tilemakers from the province of Hellas and the
Islands to Constantinople to work there.
In summary, it is entirely in conformity with the model of continuity and population
merger developed here, on the basis of the intensive study of the South-West and
Northern intensive survey blocks, that a map of the region of Boeotia as a whole (Figure
11), incorporating the more traditional evidence of topographic and literary material, and
showing the hitherto recorded larger foci of Byzantine to Frankish settlement, is striking
similar, to a map (Figure 12) of Greco-Roman towns and villages in the province. I would
argue that in Early Byzantine times (7th-9th centuries) a reduced Greco-Roman popu-
lation remained on or near the former foci of settlement of Late Roman times, merging
through intermarriage with incoming communities of Slav farmers and herders. The
subsequent recovery of population and regional prosperity during later Middle Byzantine
times (l()th-12th centuries AD), predicted from traditional study of church-building, and
the historical sources, is certainly matched by the increase in rural sites within our
intensive survey blocks (Figure 7), which also show an impressive range of decorated
ceramics - some certainly tradewares. Yet I would suggest that this phase of revival
J. KODER-F. HILT) 1976 op. cit. (fn. 1) 59.
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builds upon the "survival capsules" of "Sub-Roman" times, which in their turn are a
simplified network of the Greco-Roman settlement system.
THE FRANKISH TO EARLY TURKISH PERIOD
I have just suggested that in Boeotia, the High Medieval/Frankish/Late Byzantine
period can be seen as a continuous development out of the landscape of Late Antiquity
or even earlier. The conquest of Boeotia by the Western knights of the Fourth Crusade
saw the imposition onto a pre-existing settlement system of a feudal, major and minor,
nobility, who established their castles and towers in or near the long-established towns
and villages of the Middle Byzantine period (Figure 11). The immigrant colonising power
was certainly insecure, not only through the antagonism of the surviving Byzantine
forces and parts of the local population, but from the threats posed by other potential
conquerors of Greece - who were to prove successful in that aim in the case of the Catalan
mercenary Grand Company of the early 14th century, and the Ottoman Turks of the 15th
century. The towers from which dependent villages were controlled and taxed were thus
in themselves constructed against raids rather than for comfort18, whilst finding the best
location for a tower could mean moving the dependent village a kilometre or so, as
happened in the case of Askra-Zaratoba and its relocation to VM4, but still within its
definable Settlement Chamber (the Valley of the Muses)111. Where an ancient city site had
been reduced to a Byzantine village, an interval tower of the Classical fortifications could
easily be remodelled into a Frankish tower - a situation we can see in Boeotia at Thisbe
or Chaeroneia.
Change, when it came, seems to have been catastrophic and focussed on the later 14th
and early 15th centuries. Our best evidence comes from 1466, when the full effects of the
cumulative catastrophic events can be seen in the first preserved Ottoman tax register for
the recently-conquered province of Boeotia20 (Figure 13) - a kind of "Domesday Book" of
Final Medieval Boeotia. The population described as "Orthodox Greek" is confined to the
two towns of the province - Thebes and Livadheia - and to a handful of large villages
around the Mount Helicon massif. Elsewhere it is apparent that the landscape has been
deserted by its Byzantine inhabitants. As we know from historic sources, this process of
massive depopulation was a consequence of the mid-14th century Black Death, and
continual raiding by Ottoman Turkish pirates, as well as the increasing scale of destruc-
tive warfare in the region between the competing greater and lesser powers of the Franks,
the Byzantine Empire and the Ottomans. The nominal authority in Boeotia, the Dukes
of Athens and Thebes, fully aware of'the disastrous consequences of depopulation both on
agricultural production and the ability of the Duchy to withstand the threat of Ottoman
conquest, invited largescale immigration into the region by semi-nomadic Albanian clans
- who were in any case migrating by force into Southern Greece21.
In the 1466 defter the "newly-settled" Albanian clans (as they are usually described,
since the process continued under Ottoman encouragement) can be seen as a wide scatter
of small hamlets (Figure 13). Careful work on the location of these Albanian villages
shows that there must have been a deliberate policy to direct the newcomers to locations
* P. LOCK 1986 op. cit. (fn. 2) 101-123.
19 J. L. BINTLTFF 1996 op. cit. (fn. 13) 193-224.
!" M. KIEL, The rise ancUdecline of Turkish Boeotia, 15th-19th century, in: Recent Developments in the
History and Archaeology of Central Greece (ed. J. L. BINTLTFF). Oxford 1997, 315-358; J. L. BTNTLIFF 1995
op. cit. (fn. 16) 111-130.
21 T. JOOHALAS, Über die Einwanderung der Albaner in Griechenland. Beiträge zur Kenntnis Südost-
europas und df.s nahen Orients 13 (1971) 89-106.
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close to deserted Byzanto-Frankish village sites. Thus in the Hyettos region, no Greek
village survives, but one of our "CN cluster" of small medieval sites near the ancient city,
CN4, should represent the Albanian hamlet of Gjin Vendre — the previous local inhabitants
seemingly having fled to one of the refuge "Greek" villages such as Chaeroneia (Kaprena),
if they were not sold to slavery by Ottoman pirates. At Thespiae too, it seems likely that
the Byzantine village that had probably survived in the eastern part of the city since
Antiquity (known in our 13th century sources as Erimokastro), had been abandoned -
perhaps for VM 4 (Panaya) in the nearby Valley of the Muses, which is one of the largest
15th-16th century refuge villages for "Greeks". Immediately above the deserted village
of Erimokastro-Thespiae a small Albanian hamlet appears - Zogra Kobili.
At another ancient Boeotian city - Thisbe, the case for a continuity of population on
the ancient site, through Byzantine and Frankish times, together with a possible Slav
admixture, is also strong, (incidentally we now know from the defters that Byzantine
Thisbe, a very populous village from the archaeological evidence, was called by the
Byzantines Kastoria - the birthplace of Holy Luke). Here depopulation during final
Frankish times was severe but not complete - creating a fascinating settlement scenario.
In 1466, next to the inadequately small "Orthodox Greek" hamlet of Kakosi-Kastoria,
we find a new Albanian village - Dobrena (a name which Dr. Kiel suggests may point to
an abandoned Slav settlement selected for Albanian colonisation). Even in recent times
the friendly rivalry between these two adjacent villages - despite housing expansion
which has made them a continuous agglomeration, is manifested in the importance
attached to a bumpy mend in the road which marks their mutual boundary! (Timothy
Gregory, pers. comm.)
If the policy of Albanian repopulation failed to prevent Ottoman conquest of the
region during the 15th century, both events succeeded in providing a strong basis for the
agricultural and demographic recovery of Boeotia once the privations of the Conquest
had passed, when a generally benevolent and undemanding, tolerant administration
prevailed within an atmosphere of internal and external security. This appears to be a
reasonably accurate characterisation of the most flourishing phase of the Ottoman Em-
pire - the Pax Ottomanica of the 16th century22. The effects of the new stability in
increasing population levels and promoting economic prosperity, are soon to be seen in
the successive tax defters of 1506, 1522, 1540 and finally 1570 - generally the defter with
the highest figures for population, crop and stock figures (Figure 14).
Such a finely-nuanced archival record offers much for the survey archaeologist who
is studying the surface artefacts from named villages in the Byzantino-Frankish or
Ottoman records. A number of obvious questions relating to this complementary mate-
rial culture remains arise, some of which can already be answered, others are part of our
ongoing study of the site survey data.
Thus one could begin by asking whether the size of sites and the archaeological
assessment of likely population compare well with the official taxed population of the
same site. One example has already been processed from Boeotia - the village of VM4
successor to Askra-Zaratoba, now renamed again to "Panagia". According to the surface
finds, this is a rather small village in Frankish times (13th~14th centuries) (Figure 15),
but grows dramatically during the succeeding ceramic period called "Late Frankish-
Early Turkish" (spanning the later 14th to 16th centuries) (Figure 16). Its size at this
time of some 12 hectares is remarkably close to that of ancient Askra at its Classical or
Late Roman peak, which we had already estimated at over 1000 inhabitants. The defters
for the 16th century AD give VM4, listed as "Panaya" village, the same population. The
detailed economic breakdown of Panaya's production shows a steady rise in agricultural
M. KIET, 1997 op. cit. (fn. 20).
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and pastoral yields with some interesting changes in the balance of products2^ (Figure 17).
The ceramics from this and other Greek villages of the Early Ottoman phase show prolific
and diverse, often highly-decorated wares, including Italian and Anatolian fineware
imports24. It will be interesting to compare these assemblages with those presently under
study from our surface survey of several of the contemporary small hamlets of the
Albanian colonisers. My impression only is that they have rather scanty ceramic finds for
this same phase - but on the other hand they are uniformly very small in scale compared
to the large Greek refuge villages.
THE LATE TURKISH TO 19TH CENTURY ERA
The final, major phase of settlement development in Boeotia begins with yet another
punctuation of crisis proportions. In the final decades of the 16th century and throughout
the 17th century the Ottoman Empire underwent a series of military, political, economic
and social disasters25, which left it permanently weakened and inaugurated a gradual
decline - but with periodic revivals, and a will to survive which kept most of the Empire
in place till the late 19th and early 20th century.
On the ground, in rural areas of the provinces, peasant villages found themselves
prone to violence and insecurity, arbitrary and excessive tax demands, administrative
corruption, the punishing effects of occasional largescale warfare when the Ottomans'
enemies fought their way into one province or another, and a recurrence of plague -
possibly associated with a climatic deterioration ("the Little Ice Age"), encouraging the
spread of pestilential swamps and malaria. Many formerly independent villages were
broken up into a number of serf-estates or "çiftliks", often under the stimulus of a new
form of surplus production driven by unequal trade relations with the European West.
The 17th century Ottoman tax records show all too clearly the swift reversal of
prosperity and dense population of the preceeding century - the 1687 record serving as a
good example for Boeotia (Figure 18). In a map highly reminiscent of the inferred
settlement pattern produced by the 14th century collapse, we see many settlements
abandoned, and those which survive reduced dramatically in size. The great village of
Panaya-VM4, for example, loses two-thirds of its population and is fragmented into a
dozen serf-estates. The surface survey of the village appears even more startling (Figure
19): only a handful of sherds were collected in our large sample which were datable to the
Late Turkish era. However, two things need to be borne in mind. Firstly, some wares
called "Late Frankish-Early Turkish" may remain in currency into the early 17th centu-
ry, and not appear on this plot. Secondly, we know from a near-contemporary Western
Traveller - George Wheler, that by the later 17th century the main focus of the Panaya
village had been transferred a mere kilometre away to the east, to where its direct
successor — the modern village of Askra-Panagia is to be found. The timespan of "Late
Turkish" VM4 is thus likely to be very short, as befits its scanty surface record.
However, as we have just noted - the Ottoman Empire was weakened but not
broken, by these successive problems. Both the military threats from outside, and the
growing interference with its antiquated economy from the rising commercial and indus-
trial capitalism of Western Europe, were not sufficient to hinder a modest recovery
13 M. KIEL 1997 op. cit. (fn. 20).
24 J. VROOM 1997 op. cit. (fn. 8) 203-213; J. VROOM, Medieval and Post-Medieval Pottery From a Site
in Boeotia: A Case Study Example of Post-Classical Archaeology in Greece. ABSA 93 (1998) 513-546.
25 H. INAUJIK, The Ottoman decline and its effect upon the Reaya. in: Aspects of the Balkans,
Continuity and Change (erl. H. ΒτϊΐΛΠΑΓΜ-S. V R Y O N I S ) . The Hague 1972, 338-354.
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during the 18th century2". It 'was the 19th century when these external forces rose in
significance to become the dominant dynamic "within the Ottoman Empire27 . The impli-
cations would be that we might expect a comparable degree of recovery in the 18th
century tax records for Boeotia and in the archaeological record. However, as a result of
the decay of administrative structures, later Ottoman tax archives are less plentiful and
more summary, with correction factors required for inadequate recording and tax eva-
sion28. Nonetheless the limited records for Boeotia, supplemented by Ottoman figures
reported by Western Travellers29, do indeed suggest a rise in village populations above
the 17th century crisis nadir levels.
Our archaeological surface survey results for the Late Turkish era are very much in
process of analysis, but some preliminary comments can be presented here. One particu-
lar deserted village - Mavrommati Harmena, is known to be a rather flourishing "great
ciftlik" from an 18th Ottoman tax record, with several hundred inhabitants, even some
"visiting workers" who seem to have chosen to join the community. The surface ceramics
are also surprisingly rich and varied. On the other hand a study of the standing remains
at this site in the summer of 1997 revealed a more predictable, if still exciting discovery.
At the top of the sloping site, we found a small but impressive complex of well-built,
multi-storey houses. Stretching below this focus was a much more extensive, dispersed
scatter of unpretentious, single-storey longhouses - of a type characteristic for the older
houses of the rural settlements of Boeotia and Attica still in use or standing ruined,
today30. It is not difficult to compare this housing stratification with the standard layout
and style of Ottoman çiftliks discussed in later 19th and early 20th century studies such
as Cvijic's human geography of the Balkans -La Péninsule Balkanique1" (Figures 20-21).
Nonetheless, despite the strong suggestion from the vernacular architecture that
Harmena illustrates a stereotypical serf-estate village, with the owner or overseer living
in highly contrasted accommodation to the peasant longhouse-dwellers, both the contem-
porary tax record and the rich ceramics suggest a degree of general prosperity for the
community, a contrast that will be given careful attention as our work on other sites of
this period progresses further. In this respect I have long been inspired by Hugo Blake's
pioneering call for Medieval and Post-Medieval archaeologists to ask bigger and more
interesting questions of survey ceramics32 . Basing his arguments on detailed regional
surface survey work in Italy such as the Ligurian studies by Mannoni and Mannoni
(Figure 22), Blake produced a simplified trend for Italy, highlighting the degree of access
for rural farming communities in different historical eras to expensive finewares (Figure
23). He interpreted the trends as indicating a relatively poor peasant society in High
Medieval times, wealthier rural communities in the Renaissance era of the later 14th and
15th centuries (wide access to Majolica products), then rural impoverishment for the 16th
to early 18th centuries (cheaper slip-coated wares being the best quality obtained),
followed by rural improvement in the later 18th and 19th centuries (renewed penetration
in quantity of exotic glazed wares).
2(1 M. K I K L 1997 op. cit. (fn. 20); B. McGowAN, Economic Life in Ottoman Europe. Cambridge 1981.
27 M. CTZAKCA, Incorporation of the Middle East into the European world economy. Review VIII (1985)
353 377; F. ROBINSON. Atlas of the Islamic World since 1500. Amsterdam 1982.
2S M. KIEL 1997 op. cit. (fn. 20).
2" M. KIEL 1997 op. cit. (fn. 20).
:i" J. L. BINTLIFF 1997 op. cit. (fn. 8) 21-34; A. DTMTTSANTOC-KREMBZI, Attiki. Elliniki Paradosiaki
Architektoniki. Athens 1984; N. STEDMAN, Land-use and settlement in post-Medieval Central Greece: An
interim discussion, in: The Archaeology of Medieval Greece (ed. P. LooK-G. D. R. SANDERS). Oxford 1996,
179-192.
111 J. Cvi.no, La Péninsule Balkanique. Paris 1918.
112 H. BLAKE, Technology, supply or demand? Medieval Ceramics 4 (1980) 3-12.
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I am less concerned with trying to fit the Italian sequence very precisely with the
evidence from Greece — which almost certainly does not work on the whole because of
very different socio-economic conditions — than with applying Blake's methodology to
the material from village sites of Medieval and Post-Medieval date in Greece. In fact the
first phase of the Blake sequence - the High Medieval, in our region the Prankish period,
may be comparable, which would not be too surprising considering the incorporation of
Mainland Greece into Western feudal politics and economics in this era. Blake's second,
"Majolica" phase is actually rather complex to contextualize in terms of Italian rural
economics. This period of the Late Renaissance in many regions of Northern and Central
Italy is associated with the break-up of the traditional communal farming village into
two contrasted settlement types - larger individual farm-estates of a new, wealthier
"yeoman class" and new villages of a more marginal "cotter" and labourer class:!:i. It is
possible that the apparent new-found prosperity found in Italian rural survey reflects the
establishments of the upper of the two new rural classes, within the framework of a
precocious capitalist farming regime.
In Greece, the post-Black Death period of the later 14th and early 15th centuries, in
contrast, appears to be one of generalized depopulation and concentration of survivors
into large, refuge villages, all within the context of disruptive warfare and piracy. When
peace is imposed by the Ottomans, and population recovery further boosted by the
Albanian colonisation programme, it is within the framework of a revival of pre-capital-
ist, communal village farming, along the Medieval model. Despite this, it is apparent that
the economic conditions for the villagers as a whole should subsequently have become
very favourable (Panaya-VM4 for example is rich enough to found two monasteries and
construct a dozen watermills in the 16th century). So it is in the next of Blake's phases -
when in 16th century Italy he postulates a rural impoverishment — that Greece witnesses
a "Majolica" florescence in ceramic finds across rural sites. Imported tin-glazed wares
from Italy, comparable white-paste wares from Anatolia (Iznik) and locally produced tin-
glaze or pseudo-tin glaze wares are common on our village sites for this period.
The Italian slump of the 16th-mid 18th centuries is a consequence of economic
decline and political stagnation"4, reducing rural farming society to a poorer standard of
living. Improvement in rural areas can be demonstrated in North-Central Italy during
the late 18th and 19th centuries, culminating in what has generally been recognized as a
Mediterranean-wide boom for rural society in the final decades of the 19th century,
within the framework of an increasingly-integrated capitalist and commercial, export-
orientated agricultural economy in which Greek rural society plays its part35. It may be
that during the 17th century, Greek rural communities did indeed move into phase with
those in Italy, with some comparable causes for economic and social decline (in fact for
large areas of Europe there continues to be lively discussion concerning the "Seventeenth
Century Crisis"), in which case a decline in the quality and quantity of ceramics found on
rural sites might be predicted. The study of the relevant surface material is in process for
Boeotia (Vroom, this volume).
The recovery which sets in during the 18th century, and the dramatic takeoff in rural
population and agricultural production in the late 19th century, in both Italy and Greece,
could be expected to be reflected in a new variety and richness of decorated and imported
ceramics found at rural surface sites. This is indeed argued for the 18th-19th century
33 M. AYMARD, From Feudalism to Capitalism in Italy: The case that doesn't fit. Review VI (1982) 131-
208.
'M M. A Y M A R D 1982 op. oit. (fn. 33).
30 S. A.SCHKNBRKNNER, A contemporary community, in: The Minnesota Messenia Expedition. Recon-
structing a Bronze Age Regional Environment (éd. W. A. McDONALD-G. R. RAPP). Minneapolis 1972, 47-63.
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survey finds in North-Central Italy by Blake. In Boeotia, preliminary ceramic study has
picked up at least one prosperous 18th century village family leaving its ceramic trace30.
Also in Boeotia, the profuse late 19th and early 20th century surface finds from the
village of Gjin Mavrommati, (a typical example of a village growing rapidly in the late
19th century), offer an important basis for the closer study of the next stage of this
phenomenon1".
However it remains to be shown whether the signs of demographic growth in 18th
century Greece, and the well-known historic evidence for a rising middle class of mer-
chants, were associated with a sustained improvement in the living conditions of rural
communities. The endemic violence of the Greek Revolution and the subsequent difficult
decades of the 1830s to 1870s, in which land reforms remained urgent but neglected, and
many country districts were terrorised by bandits (especially Eastern Boeotia)38, pre-
vented a rapid recovery of the Greek countryside after the establishment of the modern
Greek state, until the 1880s-90s. Indeed there is a final phase of changes to the village
network which took place during the 19th century, with the abandonment of many
settlements, and a synoecism into larger villages which usually remain as prosperous
communities today. The implications of these negative factors falling between the poten-
tially-prosperous late 18th century and late 19th century phases will be the focus of our
research into the surface ceramics of now-deserted villages which were occupied during
this period. A working hypothesis would be that indeed village communities were gener-
ally impoverished longhouse dwellers for the intermediate period, with few ceramic
vessels and those of a cheap quality (even the occasional imports which are attested are
of cheap "peasant porcelain" such as Çanakkale Ware). Perhaps a contemporary painting
of a family within their longhouse by Stackelberg39 (Figure 24) may be representative of
the poor living standards of the 19th century peasantry: animals at one end of the house,
the human family at the other; a small collection of household utensils kept below the
rafters - the odd earthenware vessel, some metal containers, wood and leather often in
use in place of ceramics. Small wonder that Western Travellers visiting Greece to glory in
its Classical monuments, considered its surviving inhabitants a sadly fallen race, best left
in the background of their sketches and travelogues40.
'M J. VROOM, Coffee and archaeology. A note on a Kütahya Ware find in Boeotia, Greece. Pharos.
Journal of the Netherlands Institute at Athens IV (1996) 5-19.
37 J. VROOM, Early Modern archaeology in Central Greece: The context of artefact-rich and sherdless
sites. Journal of Mediterranean Archaeology 11 (1998) 131-164.
38 R. JENKINS, The Dilessi Murders. London 1961.
30 A. DIMITSANOU-KREMEZI 1984 op. cit. (fn. 30) 34.
4(1 F. M. TSIGAKOU, The Rediscovery of Greece. London 1981.
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• Medieval tower site
O Prankish centre
Land above 200 metres
1 Distribution of Medieval towers in Central Greece. From P. LOCK, The Frankish towers of Central Greece.


















fi Distribution of Middle Byzantine (llth-l.3th century) findspots on the Kea Survey. From J.F. CHERRY
-J.C. DAVIS - E. MANTZOÜRANI 1991. Landscape Archaeology as Long-Term History. Los Angeles 1991,
Figure 18.5
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3 Intensive surface survey tracts on the Nemea Survey. From 8. E. AT/JOCK - J. F. CHERRY - J. L. DAVIS,
Intensive survey, agricultural practice and the classical landscape of Greece, in: Classical Greece. Ancient
Histories and Modern Archaeologies (ed. I. MORRTS). Cambridge 1994, Figure 8.2
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Southern Argolid survey sites of the Medieval period: dot-and-dash
line shows the shoreline ca. 1000 A.D.
Southern Argolid settlements of the Early Modern period. These
settlements were established before the nineteenth century, according to his-
torical testimony. The sea reached its present level sometime between 1000
and 1700 A.D.
4 Survey site maps from the South-West Argolid Survey for the Medieval and Early Modern periods.
From M. H. JAMESON - C. N. RUNNELS - T. H. VAN ANDEL, A Greek Countryside. The Southern Argolid
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Δ Aceramic M site
5 Map of Medieval sites from the Methana Survey. From C. MEE -
H. FORBES, A Rough and Rocky Place. The Landscape and Settlement
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7 Distribution of Early, Middle and Transitional Middle-Late Byzantine























Distribution of Late Roman ceramics across the surface of the city of
Hyettos, North Boeotia. The survey grid represents the maximum















9 Distribution of Byzantine and Frankish period








10 Location of the five post-Roman rural settlements immediately north of the ancient city of Hyettos.
Shading marks density of surface ceramics. Numbers refer to site identifications
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11 Generalized distribution of major foci of settlement in Byzantine and Frankish Boeotia. from extensive
and localised intensive survey
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14 Settlement size and ethnicity from the Ottoman tax defter for Boeotia in 1570, locatable
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18 Settlement size and ethnicity from the Ottoman tax defter for Boeotia in 1687-8,
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THE DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE VILLAGE OF PANAYA
1466 - 1570
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Households Unmarried young men
1466 79 18
1506 213 9 (in 1466 and 1506 explicitly
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17 Economic and demographic records from the Ottoman defters for the village of Panaya (site VM4).
From M. KIEL, The rise and decline of Turkish Boeotia, 15th-19th century, in: Recent Developments in
the History and Archaeology of Central Greece (éd. J.L. BINTUFF). Oxford 1997, Table III
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Site Vm4 (f)
15 Surface survey of the site VM4 ('Panaya' village) in the Valley of the Muses, Frankish period sherd
distribution
Site Vm4 (If-et)
16 Surface survey of the site VM4 ('Panaya' village) in the Valley of the Muses, Final Frankish to Early
Turkish period sherd distribution
Site Vm4 (t)
19 Surface survey of the site VM4 ('Panaya' village) in the Valley of the Muses. Late Turkish period sherd
distribution
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·' Maison-villageoise des beys islamisés (environs de
20 Landowner's or Estate-Manager's house-type, Ottoman Balkans in the 19th century. From J. Cvuic
La Péninsule Balkanique. Paris 1918, 246
-•A
Maison des cifn (environs dejiusiéF." -ΐ·ΐ: : ..its''---.
2l Çiftlik-dwelling peasant house-type, Ottoman Balkans in the 19th century. From J. Cvi.n<X
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22 Ceramic types found by surface artefact survey in N.W. Italy for Medieval and Post-Medieval times, for varied types of settlement.
From H. BLAKE, Technology, supply or demand? Medieval Ceramics 4 (1980) Figure 1
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BETTER^QUALITY TABLEWARE ON TYPICAL RURAL
SITES:
1050 -1350 EXOTICA AND TIN-GLAZED TYPES
ABSENT
1350 -1500 TIN-GLAZED TYPE PRESENT
1500 -1750 SLIP-COATED TYPES REPLACED
TIN-GLAZED WARE
1750 - 1900 PEAK IN GLAZED WARE
23 Economic indicators for rural prosperity in North and Central Italy. The best-quality tableware
typical for rural sites of each period. After H. BLAKE, Technology, supply or demand? Medieval Ceramics 4
(1980) 3-12
24 Painting of a peasant household meal in 19th century Eleusis, by Stackelberg. From A. DIMTTSANTOU-
KREMHZI, Attiki. Ettiniki Paradosiaki ArcMtektoniki. Athens 1984, Figure 49
